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Noise control has gained a lot of attention recently. However, presence of nonlinearities in signal
paths for some applications can cause significant difficulties in the operation of control algorithms. In
particular, this problem is common in structural noise control, which uses a piezoelectric shunt circuit.
Not only vibrating structures may exhibit nonlinear characteristics, but also piezoelectric actuators.
In this paper, active device casing is addressed. The objective is to minimize the noise coming out of
the casing, by controlling vibration of its walls. The shunt technology is applied. The proposed control
algorithm is based on algorithms from a group of soft computing. It is verified by means of simulations
using data acquired from a real object.
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1. Introduction
Active Structural Acoustic Control (ASAC) uses
forced vibration of a structure to reduce unwanted
noise passing through the structure (Pawełczyk,
2014). For some applications the noise source can be
enclosed in a casing. Vibration of the casing wall can
be then controlled and thus reduce the noise. Classical control approaches to noise reduction are well
described in the literature (Elliott, Nelson, 1993;
Sibielak et al., 2015; Bismor, 2015). However, semi
active approach, namely the shunt technique is particularly interesting due to small power supply requirements and simplicity of the hardware (Mao,
Pietrzko, 2013; Kurczyk, Pawełczyk, 2013). It
uses a piezoelectric material firmly bounded to the vibrating structure to transform mechanical energy to
the electric current, and then disperse that energy
(Qiu, Ma, 2014).
Macro-Fibre Composite (MFC) can be used as the
piezoelectric element in the shunt system. The MFC is
made of piezo-ceramic fibres, connected to electrodes
and sandwiched between a protective film. The arrangement of the fibres affects the patch property. The
advantage of using MFCs over classical PZTs is that
MFCs introduce small mass and stiffness to the entire

structure with a larger efficiency. Unfortunately, they
exhibit a nonlinear behaviour.
Considering the advantages of semi-active shunt
technique, researchers have paid a lot of attention to
this approach. Shen et al. (1998) considered the use of
a soft computing algorithm to control a vibrating plate
with PZT actuators. They used genetic algorithm and
fuzzy based controller (Shen et al., 2000). Their ideas
were further investigated by using type-II fuzzy logic
(Homaifar et al., 2001; Shen, Homaifar, 2001). Lin
and Hao (2001) used robust fuzzy based control to
a thin vibrating plate. Darus and Tokhi (2005) proposed both fuzzy logic and neural network based controllers. Sharma and Singh employed fuzzy modal
control and fuzzy sliding model to control a vibrating
plate (Sharma et al., 2007; Sharma, Singh, 2010).
Shirazi et al. (2011) focused on fuzzy control with
a functionally graded material and a rectangular plate.
Mazur and Pawełczyk (2013) used a single nonlinear filter for a vibrating plate. Lin and Chiang (2014)
considered a multiple degrees-of-freedom flexible structure with genetic based control algorithm. The use of
MFC actuators and sensors for circular plates were investigated by Leniowska and Mazan (2015). Muradova and Stavroulakis (2015) proposed a fuzzy
based hybrid control of von Kármán plate. Yang and
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Chen (2015) performed an experimental study of the
vibrating, rectangular plate, with adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller. Gampa and Das (2016) proposed
an optimisation of the shunt patch placement, based
on the fuzzy-GA algorithm. Morzyński et al. (2016)
considered an active window panel, that can reduce the
sound passing through. In the earlier work, Górski
and Morzyński (2013) also proposed an GA based
approach to adaptive notch filter noise reduction.
This paper focuses on a neural network control of
the shunt circuit mounted on a rectangular plate. Nonlinear MFC based shunt circuit is considered. First,
a vibrating plate model, followed from the literature,
is presented. Then, the nonlinear MFC model is proposed. Next, a neural network based shunt switching
algorithm is introduced and justified. In the end, simulation results are presented and summarised.

According to the Kirchhoff-Love plate theory, the
fundamental equation of motion in Cartesian coordinates is (Mao, Pietrzko, 2013):
2

12(1 − ν 2 )

∇4 w(x, y, t) + ρhs

∂ w(x, y, t)
= F,
∂t2

(1)

where hs is the plate thickness; E and ν are the
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratios; w(x, y, t) is the
transverse displacement; ρ is the plate’s density; F is
the force applied to the plate; Nabla symbol is interpreted as:
∂2
∂2
∇2 =
+
.
(2)
∂x2
∂y 2
Applying the modal analysis theory, the transverse
displacement, w(x, y, t) can be expressed as the superposition of an infinite number of mode shape functions
ϕmn (·) (Mao, Pietrzko, 2013). Here, the RayleighRitz mode shape is assumed. Therefore, the mode
shape function can be considered to be the product
of the one-dimensional beam eigenfunctions:
w(x, y, t) =

∞ X
∞
X

φm (x)φn (y)ηmn (t),

(3)

m=1 n=1

where ηmn (t) is the modal amplitude of the (m, n)-th
mode of the plate.
Considering only the transverse motion of the
plate, the kinetic, and strain, energy can be obtained
as suggested in (Wrona, Pawełczyk, 2013; 2016a;
2016b). Based on the works described in (Wrona,
Pawełczyk, 2013; 2016a; 2016b) the generalised
equation of plate vibration can be formulated as:
Mη̈ + Bη̇ + Kη = Fs ,
where:

(4)
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Z Z
Fs =

F φm φn dx dy,

(7)

Lx Ly

and Fs represents a modal force.

2. Vibrating plate model

h3s E

B is assumed to be proportional to K (Mao,
Pietrzko, 2013). The proportion is found experimentally;

(5)

3. MFC nonlinear model
Properties of the Macro-Fibre Composite element
vary based on the fibres alignment (Smart Material
Corp., 2016). Different MFC compositions results in
specific MFC features. Based on the data published by
the MFC supplier, three types of MFCs can be discussed; see Table 1.
Table 1. Chosen MCF properties, based on the data
published in (Yang, Chen, 2015).
Property/ Piezoelectric
type
effect

Piezoelectric
coefficient
Directional
(low-field) characteristic
[pC/N]
4.0E+2
anisotropic

P1

d33

P2

d31

−1.7E+2

anisotropic

P3

d31

−1.7E+2

orthotropic

Depending on the demands, different MFC types
give better results, when considered as a sensor, or an
actuator. This paper focuses on the semi-active shunting technique, and therefore the P1 type MFC is selected. The P1 type MFC has a higher piezoelectric
coefficient than the P2 type, but unfortunately it exhibits a nonlinear property.
The single MFC patch is bounded to the plate as
an actuator in the shunt circuit, and the collocated
second MFC is used as a reference sensor. The placement of the MFC is crucial for the system to produce
optimal electric charge. The problem is well known in
the literature (Mao, Pietrzko, 2013). The MFC patch
is mounted in the centre of the rectangular plate, based
on the modal analysis (Wrona, Pawełczyk, 2013) –
see Fig. 1.
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In this paper, a state-switching shunt structure is
considered. The advantage of this structure is that it
allows tuning the circuit-switching algorithm for every
frequency.
Introducing additional mass and stiffness to the
wall structure, requires updating Eq. (4) into:
(Ms + Mp ) η̈ + Bη̇ + (Ks + Kp ) = Fs + Fp ,

(11)

where subscripts ‘s’ and ‘p’ stand for wall structure
(plate) and piezoelectric element (MFC), respectively.
Mass and stiffness matrices for the MFC element are
found according to Eqs. (5) and (6). The modal force
introduced by the MFC is formulated as:
Fp = ΨV.
Fig. 1. Placement of the MFC shunt element on each wall.

The electric charge generated by the piezoelectric
element, can be described as (Mao, Pietrzko, 2013):
Q = ΨT η + Cp V,

(8)

where Ψ is a modal piezoelectric coupling matrix; Cp
and V are the MFC capacitance and applied voltage,
respectively. Elements of the piezoelectric coupling matrix are assumed to be explained by:

Z Z Z
∂ 2 φmn (x, y)
s(x, y) ex
Ψmn =
∂x2
Lx Ly hp

∂ 2 φmn (x, y)
+ ey
∂y 2


z

∂φν (z)
dz dy dx, (9)
∂z

where Lx , Ly , hp are dimensions of the plate, and
thickness of the MFC, respectively; s(x, y) is a shape
function; ex and ey are piezoelectric coefficients, dependant on X- and Y -directions of the plate; φν (z)
is the thickness function. The shape function s(x, y)
is used to apply the piezoelectric effects only to the
area of MFC placement. The nonlinear character of
P1 type MFC is modelled by introducing a third power
of the MFC electric charge:
Qn = aQ + bQ3 ,

(12)

For the state-switching circuit without external
power source, the charge produced by the MFC is obtained from Eqs. (8) and (10). It has been proven that
no damping is added to the structure when the switch
is on. The switching law should satisfy the condition
(Mao, Pietrzko, 2013):
Qo sign(η̇) ≤ 0,

(13)

where Qo is the MFC charge for the opened circuit.
A nonlinear MFC is chosen in place of a linear MFC
because of their properties (see Table 1). The nonlinear MFC has a greater piezoelectric coefficient, meaning that it can generate a higher charge, and thus improving the signal-to-noise ration of the measurement.
Since the charge generated on the MFC is governed by
a nonlinear property, the classical control algorithm
is converted into a neural network. The ANN is then
trained by the switching law (13), as if in the linear
case. This approach allows the ANN to include sensor
nonlinearity. The proposed reasoning is presented in
Fig. 2.
a)

(10)

where a and b are found experimentally.

4. Shunt switching algorithm
There are a few strategies of controlling the shunt
switching circuit (Mao, Pietrzko, 2013). In one
of them the state-switching technique uses only the
switch, while the pulse-switching circuit introduces additional resonant elements, such as resistance and inductance. The effectiveness of the shunt structure depends on the MFC placement and the circuit Quality
factor.

b)

Fig. 2. Structure used for the learning process and control:
a) offline training, b) online control.
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The linear vibration sensor is used only for the process of learning the ANN when configuring the system.
It is preferred if the reference sensor does not load the
structure. In this research a laser vibrometer was used.
In the operation stage (online control), the MFC sensor provides data to the ANN algorithm, which is used
to control the switch.
The ANN used in this experiment has three layers:
input, hidden, and output. Input and hidden layers use
sigmoid activation function:
µ(x) =

1
.
1 − ex

ANN was then tested using a nonlinear MFC sensor.
Results of the experiment are presented in Fig. 4.

(14)

The output neuron uses the step function to determine the output state: shunt circuit ON or OFF.
The backpropagation algorithm is used during the
learning process. The structure of the ANN is presented in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4. Simulation experiment for state-switching shunt circuit, and a tonal excitation, with nonlinear MFC sensor.
Control starts after 1 second.

Fig. 3. Structure of the artificial neural network used as
switching controller.

The Input layer consists of time delayed collocated
sensor charge samples: Qn1 , Qn2 , . . . , QnN . The data
are used to conclude the moment of switching.

5. Simulation experiment
A simulation experiment was conducted based on
experimental data acquired form a real active device
casing. Namely, signals from plate velocity and displacement measurement (acquired with a laser vibrometer) were used as reference. The real device casing was
excited by a loudspeaker with a tone of considered frequency. Parameters of the single wall plate are included
in Table 2.
Table 2. Single plate material property used for the
simulation experiment.
Young’s
Plate Dimensions Mass Density
Poisson’s
3 modulus
property
[mm]
[kg] [kg/m ]
ratio
[GPa]
Plate 420×420×3 1.428 2700
70
0.35

A tonal excitation was considered. The plate was
excited at the frequency of the first mode, i.e. 87 Hz.
The training was performed using a displacement and
velocity of the centre point of the plate. The trained

As presented in Fig. 4, the use of ANN to control
the shunt switch results in a slight, 2 dB on average (for
a hundred simulations) performance improvement, in
terms of vibration control. Considered ANN consisted
of 128 neurons in each of input and hidden layers. This
final structure is a result of implementing a growth
method and training each candidate for 500 epochs.
Such limited effectiveness was expected when considering a semi-active state-switching shunt circuit, what
has been discussed in (Mao, Pietrzko, 2013). Much
better results can be obtained with the pulse-switching
shunt circuit, however, at the expense of versatility.

6. Summary
In this paper, an artificial neural network based
shunt circuit controller is discussed to control vibration of a structure. In particular, a device casing has
been considered as the structure in order to develop
a technique for improving its acoustic isolation. The
motivation for using ANN is the fact that some MFCs
introduce nonlinearities to the control structure. The
proposed approach uses the soft computing to obtain a nonlinear switching control, based on the linear switching law. The proposed algorithm has been
tested in a simulation experiment, and discussed. The
use of the state-switching shunt circuit has been motivated by an assumption not to make parameters of the
circuit dependant on the noise frequency. If the pulseswitching technique with additional dynamics in the
circuit were used, the results would be much better at
the expense of necessity of retuning the circuit if the
frequency changes.
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